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Student learning outcomes * Students will be able to perform basic tasks to test the quality of a recommendation algorithm * Students will be able to develop their own extensions to MyMedia * Students will be able to use MyMedia to train a recommender system for
content discovery * Students will be able to develop recommendations for multimedia that combines metadata with content-based features * Students will be able to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of a recommender system in user-centric settings
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The MyMedia personalization framework supports three layers of personalization. 1) Hybrid Content Classification, 2) Recommendation, 3) User Interaction. Hybrid Content Classification uses hybrid human-machine approaches, combining the effectiveness of the
human user and the speed of machine learning. Recommendation can also be based on hybrid human-machine approaches, or on pure machine learning approaches. User Interaction can use a variety of techniques, from pure machine learning, to hybrid human-machine
methods, or a combination of the two. For example, MyMedia can provide the user with a dynamically personalized playlist of similar content (one example would be a user who is listening to country music would receive an auto-suggestion that suggested country
songs). Recommendation can be either driven by a hybrid human-machine approach, or pure machine learning. 3.7 Innovation Summary and Potential Impact: The goal of MyMedia is to develop a software toolkit for hybrid human/machine personalized recommendation
and user experience. The software framework is designed as a modular platform which is capable of receiving and processing any kind of input data (e.g., plain text, text with audio/video content, metadata or API data), and producing any kind of output data (e.g.,
metadata, information, recommendations, etc.). The potential impact of MyMedia has already been demonstrated in published evaluations. For example, in one field trial, when MyMedia was used to create a personalized top 100 radio station list, the personalization
methodology was shown to have a higher overall quality than a purely random selection process and comparable to or better than that of a list selected by humans. References External links A tribute to Jaber Ghorab, creator of the MyMedia framework Cognitive
Computing Research Group at Queen Mary University of London Research Groups Cognitive Computing Group, University of British Columbia Faculty of Information, University of Toronto The Paper Tries to Explain What's New About MyMedia MyMedia in the RecSys
2010 Best Paper Competition A Review of MyMedia: A Framework for Collaborative Personalization of Multimedia Category:Recommender systems Category:Cognitive science01, that is, the modulus signal US is higher than the inverse threshold 0.9 (which is the upper
threshold U), i.e., if the average power of the modulus signal exceeds the average power of the inverse signal, it is regarded that a hole is present in 2edc1e01e8
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The MyMedia toolkit includes: A software design framework for personalization A software design framework for digital assets A software design framework for recommendation References External links Cognitive Systems Laboratory, Leiden University Cognitive
Systems Laboratory Category:Cognitive science Category:MultimediaSingle-Source Payment Is Driving U.S. Hospitals' Mergers and Acquisitions Hospitals continue to merge and expand. Here's a look at some of the health systems that are forming, and the ones that are
expanding, as a result of single-source payment. Fast Facts: What's Driving the Mergers and Acquisitions in Health Care We’ve been tracking the merger and acquisition activity in health care. According to a recent report by John Hopkins’ University School of Advanced
International Studies Center for Health Security, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) in the health care sector have been on the rise. By September of 2014, 134 healthcare companies were involved in at least one M&A transaction. The top three and five leading acquirers
were CVS Caremark and Express Scripts, the two largest specialty pharmacy-centric drugstore chains, and Universal Health Services and Tenet Healthcare, two hospital operators. The leaders of these companies have been particularly active in the past year. CVS
Caremark, Express Scripts, and Tenet Healthcare spent a combined total of $63.5 billion on acquisitions last year. According to The Information, which noted that 70% of the M&As in health care happen in the specialty pharmacy arena, the top three specialty pharmacy
acquirers were McKesson, Express Scripts, and CVS Caremark. In the hospital arena, top acquirers included Tenet Healthcare and Universal Health Services, a joint venture between JPMorgan Chase and private equity firm Cerberus Capital Management. Hospital
merger activity has been even more robust in the last year. According to The Information, more than 75 hospitals have been involved in health care mergers and acquisitions over the past five years. Banking on Medicare Advantage's future with all-payer claims and an
end to the individual mandate, "it's clear our country needs a more fundamental fix for Medicare," said Karen Ignagni, president and CEO of America's Health Insurance Plans. The remaining $97.2 billion, which is due from insurers and large employers, will be used to
support Medicare’s promise to provide
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What's New In MyMedia Framework?

The main features of MyMedia: Toolkit framework: Based on.NET (C#), it provides a well-defined API that represents the object-oriented philosophy of the Microsoft.NET platform. MyMedia uses lightweight and object-oriented features such as generics, delegates,
interface-typed components and is object-oriented through inheritance. Extensibility: MyMedia supports easy customization of both the algorithms and data. It provides a plug-in mechanism, both generic and object-oriented. The framework is designed so it can easily be
extended and extended in the future. Software design: MyMedia has a modular design and is software agnostic. It relies on a main package, MyMedia.Infrastructure, which contains reusable algorithms and data structures that can be shared and re-used. This package
provides an environment for plug-in modules (sub-packages), which are used for object-oriented customization. The modular design allows us to reuse plug-ins from other frameworks. Software support: In order to support the designer, the framework comes with several
utilities, including an editor, test execution environment and a GUI-based development system. It is very flexible and has a built-in support for XML files, that will ease the configuration process. Multimedia programming: MyMedia supports common multimedia file
formats (e.g. MP3, WAV, FLAC, OGG, JPEG, BMP, GIF, TGA and PNG) and they all have interfaces so that these file formats can be directly handled in the framework. This feature allows the developer to easily access multimedia content. The framework supports the
reading, recording and playing of multimedia files from local and network drives. Support for multimedia metadata: MyMedia is designed to provide a set of tools that allows the enrichment of the information that is presented to the user, as well as the selection of
information, such as the user’s preferences or interests. This is the so-called “MyMedia”. MyMedia is designed to accommodate the XRMI and OAI-PMH protocols, but this framework provides tools to access standard metadata from “trivial” and “non-trivial” metadata,
such as the Creative Commons licenses. Real-time recommender: MyMedia incorporates a particular recommender component that was developed to deal with recommendation in real-time, based on the techniques of relevance feedback and sliding window. This
component was the result of a project funded by EU under the FP7 MyMedia project. Reconciliation of the different fields included in user profiles is a complex problem in the context of recommender systems. There is a need to integrate the various user profile models
that users have on the web into a single unified user profile. In this paper, we present a solution to this problem
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System Requirements:

AMD FX CPUs (8-core or higher), and AMD GPUs (Minimum: Radeon HD 7850, 2GB GDDR5) A 64-bit operating system (64-bit Windows 7 or Windows 8) Windows Media Center (v16.0.0.4013) or Media Center (v17.3.0.1131) DVD Player (included) Hard Drive Space: 8
GB of free disk space Network: Broadband Internet Connection or LAN Specifications: Serengeti's Mu
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